
SHOULD ART BE BEAUTIFUL ESSAY

Today, beauty counts for little in the judgement of works of art. But our They considered it an utterly vulgar idea that art
should serve any other.

Nothing less than the creation of man and nature is its end. Of course, that expectation quickly changes as one
widens the range of installations encountered. The knowledge of picture-dealers has its value, but listen not to
their criticism when your heart is touched by genius. This radical attitude did not prevent the artist from taking
positions on sociopolitical issues: all his life Reinhardt was an activist, even as his pictorial vocabulary
became increasingly pure, culminating in large, somber monochromes. He was the youngest son of a Scottish
peer, a delicate and sickly child whose recurrent bouts of lung disease lent him a thin, delicate, consumptive
and romantic appearance. A particular Rothko painting was one colour and large. It would require an
intellectual sloughing of many conceptions we take for granted. To begin with, it has quantifiable benefits in
areas including therapy and education thanks to it 's fluid, ambiguous, and creative nature. Would it make the
painting better if I changed that part? From this perspective â€” a view low to the ground â€” we can see that
beauty is truly in the eye of the beholder. Through Romanticism and the birth of individualism, art came to
mean originality. These objects were designed to engage our aesthetic sensibilities. The very avoidance
betrays the usage he avoids. So shall the drudge in dusty frock Spy behind the city clock Retinues of airy
kings, Skirts of angels, starry wings, His fathers shining in bright fables, His children fed at heavenly tables. A
single brush stroke of a painting does not alone create the impact of beauty, but all together, it becomes
beautiful. At that stage art to me was whatever I found in an art gallery. Consider if a snake made art.
Roughly, it's something done with contempt for the audience. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. A
perfect flower is beautiful, when all of the petals together form its perfection; a pleasant, intoxicating scent is
also part of the beauty.


